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We at Orbidyne present here on WordPress a description of our Project Sandfall, designed to clean up 

space debris and orbital junk.  

Please Like Us If You Like Us, and, please tell us why. 

We would deeply appreciate all of your comments, questions, and feedback both here and by email to 

dougstall0@gmail.com 

Check with us often for news and updates, and look for our website coming soon. 

STATUS: Last updated August, 2017, currently preparing for our PUBLIC FUNDRAISING phase, expected 

soon. DOWNLOAD our PDF or DOCX. We need a GRAPHIC ARTIST NOW, see below! 

Our Open Questions for the Public: Will Project Sandfall work? Is sand truly harmless to all life? Will 

Sandpacks work as intended, to bring down debris? Will Dollys work for measuring the amount of debris 

cleanup as we go? Please comment here and by email. 

Orbidyne’s Biggest Challenge Ahead: Getting Financed. Comments? 

Interested in coming aboard as an employee or contractor? Stay tuned for job opportunities coming 

soon. 

GRAPHIC ARTISTS: We are currently accepting, from enthusiasts, a free donation in the form 3 graphic 

images which will replace our figures 1, 2, and 3. Artwork must include text “Orbidyne” with our 

Facebook weblink, and can have yours, too. This would be used on our website, Facebook page, and for 

print. Prefer something simple, prefer small filesize instead of large, medium to high resolution, must be 

attachable to email, JPG format. Please don’t make it fancy, keep it on point. For figure 1, prefer to see 

background stars with Earth and atmosphere looking somewhat realistic. Email me with the subject 

heading “Graphics”. 

https://orbidyne.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Orbidyne-LLC-833131760182490/


ANIMATORS: We are currently accepting, from enthusiasts, a free donation in the form of an animation 

which shows a Sandpack in orbit, exploding into an expanding sand cloud, then flashes showing debris 

collisions, knocking debris Earthward. Bonus points if sand cloud shows dispersion. Animation must say 

“Orbidyne” with our Facebook weblink, and can have yours, too. This would be used on our website and 

Facebook page. Prefer something simple, prefer small filesize instead of large, must be attachable to 

email, 5-10 seconds, mp4 format. Don’t make it fancy, keep it on point. Cartoonish is fine but if it has 

some realism then that’s ok. Please email me to confirm the need before you begin work, with the 

subject heading “Animation”. 
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Summary: 

Orbidyne, LLC is a pending, Colorado, USA, Space Services company whose mission it is to remediate 

man-made space debris. Being a new startup company, we present our Business Plan. We currently seek 

collaborations and partnerships at all levels, including venture capitalists, in order to gain financing to 

begin operations. 

Herein we introduce Project Sandfall, a method to clean up orbital space debris. It will cost $38.12 

Billion (or $1.9062 Billion per year for 20 years) to Investors or to the U.S. Government. 

Orbidyne, LLC will rapidly grow into being a large company because first, it will gain notoriety from 

success with Project Sandfall, and second, it will capitalize further by achieving additional goals 

mentioned here such as refueling and providing other on-orbit services to satellites and spacecraft, and 

third, eventually, the company will grow beyond just space services and into other orbital industry such 

as orbital manufacturing and orbital warehousing. 

Introduction: 

How will Orbidyne clean up space debris? Our leading proposal at this time is called Project Sandfall (see 

Figure 1). At a total estimated cost of about $38.12 Billion, it will remove over 99% of space debris of all 

sizes over a period of 2-20 years of operation of its primary mission, and be capable of carrying forward 

after its primary mission, responding to the future need for new cleanup as it arises, and moving then 

into its secondary mission of orbital satellite refueling and support services. 

 



 

   Figure 1: Cleaning up Space Debris with Project Sandfall 

Project Sandfall is scalable. The wide range of 2-20 years in the operational time frame is designed to 

allow partners (U.S. Government or financiers) to both prioritize Project Sandfall in terms of space 

launches (such as tight market conditions) whilst also allowing them to choose the goal for the specific 

amount of debris to clean, such as 50%, 75%, 90%, 99%, or more. Orbidyne can achieve 99% of debris 

cleanup with Project Sandfall in as little as 2 years if our operations are heavily and quickly funded. 

However, there is a prerequisite research and development phase of 5 years in any case. 

If Project Sandfall does not gain traction then Orbidyne’s next proposals will be Project Baseball Bunt 

and Project Baseball Homerun, both being similar in result to Project Sandfall, yet more costly, see 

below. 

Fundraising: 



The estimated total project cost will be revised after completion of Research Program Phase 1, see 

below. We are currently planning to initiate this Research Program Phase 1, which shall commence upon 

achieving the goals set by a Fundraising program designed to generate enough money to attract enough 

good people to answer the questions anticipated to achieve full project funding. Fundraising begins 

soon, with a current expectation that the Research Program Phase 1 will last 6 months. Fundraising shall 

raise $2,000,000 to pay an average of 15 consulting experts a very attractive rate, so $1.5 million for 

salaries plus $500,000 for office space, hardware, software, and miscellanea. I would act as consulting 

project manager and lead programmer during this phase. (Most consultants will be targeted from space 

and aerospace industries and have programming skills, Master’s and PhD’s, senior levels, highly 

experienced, others will come from Law, IT, Medical, etc. Each consultant will work only a few days or 

weeks until his or her work is finished, and no consultant will last the entire 6 months of the research 

program. Once the company becomes financially stable, we may offer jobs to them.) 

Agenda: 

It is my intention to create a profitable enterprise which can rapidly climb the all the steps necessary to 

clean up orbital space trash resulting from mankind’s use of space, for the purpose of dramatically 

reducing the cost of further space development, specifically, by lowering the risk of space use associated 

with collisions between space debris and current and future space users including the satellite industry, 

the space launch industry, militaries and research organizations including the International Space 

Station, the inevitable space tourism industry, the space manufacturing industry, and even the space 

elevator industry. Further, since at the end of the primary mission a considerable amount of Orbidyne’s 

technology and hardware will be both in orbit and on the ground, it is but a small step to begin the 

secondary mission which puts that investment into further good work by performing space support 

services such as satellite refueling and maintenance. 

Refueling satellites and spacecraft is an effective and reasonable way to earn a profit now and in the 

future. Both a market and a technology base exist. In 2020 NASA will launch a new refueling program 

with Restore-L by SSL Space Systems Loral, costing $127 million. With currently 1500 satellites in orbit, 

and more coming each year, conditions are lucrative. A single refueling can double the life span of costly 

satellites. 

Additional potential for profit from this hardware comes from creating videos in orbit for scientific, 

educational, and other public outreach. Charlie will be able to observe Earth from perspectives never 

imagined before. 

About Me:  

I am Douglas Stall, owner of Orbidyne, LLC, and Geophysicist, living in Denver, CO, USA. Email 

dougstall0@gmail.com 

Costs and Financing: (This estimation is calculated from the high-end values of the ranges) 

The single downside of the Project Sandfall proposal is that in order to get to a point of operations, it 

will likely require both investor capital and/or a collaboration with NASA, and/or an Act of U.S. Congress 

for approval, so I am actively seeking all of these, however, nothing can begin until financing is in place. 

The following costs can be paid over any period, for example, 2-20 years, depending on the urgency: 



Space Launch, 200 @ $90 Million ea = $ 18 Billion 

Charlies, 10 @ $500 Million ea = $5 Billion 

Sandpacks, 10,000 @ $4,000 ea = $40 Million 

Sandpack Pods, 1,000 @ $20,000 ea = $20 Million 

Fuel Pods, 10 @ $2 Million ea = $20 Million 

Dollys, 1,000 @ $50,000 ea = $50 Million 

Dolly Pods, 3 @ $500,000 ea = $1.5 Million 

Software Dev, 20 years @ $1 Million/yr = $20 MIllion 

Extraneous (salaries, computers, manufacturing, warehousing, offices, etc) 20 years @ $ 500 Million/yr = 

$10 BIllion 

Subtotal: $33.1515 Billion 

Profit @ 15%: $4.9727 Billion 

Total Project Costs over 20 years: $38.1242 Billion  

Total Cost per Year (for 20 years) to Investors or U.S. Government: $1.9062 Billion 

Note: Launch costs are expected to come down.  

 

All nations, indeed all people of the world will benefit from a clean space environment because a robust 

and healthy space industry will help grow the world economy. 

I propose that the government of the United States of America should pay 100% of all costs to a 

motivated and capable, for-profit American company such as Orbidyne. Orbidyne’s designs and methods 

are simple, such that in the event of Orbidyne’s failure to achieve our primary goal of cleaning up space 

trash, then another organization might step into Orbidyne’s place to finish the work. 

After the U.S. Government commits to financing Orbidyne, I would personally hope that they, in a 

friendly manner, will distribute the costs among the other space-littering countries, according to the 

fraction of each countries’ contribution to this litter, thereby recouping about 50% of all cost, since the 

U.S. Government is responsible for about half of the orbital space trash, with all other countries totaling 

the other 50%. I believe most nations will be eager to pay their share.  

Orbidyne is willing to be financed by the US Government providing that the US Government supplies 

Orbidyne with satisfactory indemnity from liability.  

Orbidyne is uniquely qualified to perform this work. If debris removal led by the U.S. Government was 

feasible, politically and otherwise, then they would have already begun with a comprehensive debris 

removal program. By allowing a private company to lead this project, a trust-based relationship between 

Orbidyne and foreign parties including enemies of the U.S. State, can be achieved. Faster and more 

complete debris remediation may be achieved by placing Orbidyne satellites at geosynchronous orbit 



over a foreign city such as Moscow and others. Orbidyne shall construct and abide by agreements 

between foreign nationals exclusively for debris removal, promising those foreigners not to reveal 

information learned about them, if any. Orbidyne’s Project Sandfall can achieve 99+% of debris removal 

from geosynchronous orbits located only over U.S. territory, however, it may be faster to achieve that 

goal by operating outside U.S. territory.  

Orbidyne has already performed substantial work toward mitigating space debris with the current 

development of Project Sandfall. 

Thus, Project Sandfall costs the U.S. Government $1.9062 Billion per year over 20 years, and includes all 

launch costs and all R&D. This amount is a pittance to protect Americas’s, and the World’s space 

interests. Further, we believe this number is near the high end of the range, and that after the Research 

Program Phase 1, a new revised cost estimate will likely be lower. 

Orbidyne’s profit is negotiable, currently targeting 15% of operating budget. Orbidyne will consider 

variations on how profit is determined, for example, we can operate without profiting from launch 

services.  

Note that other financing scenarios will be welcome and appreciated. This is a tremendous opportunity 

for venture capitalists. 

NASA: 

Orbidyne is currently not yet actively seeking collaboration with NASA, yet soon we will be. A 

collaboration with NASA has obvious appeal to Orbidyne, given the scope of NASAs network. If 

collaboration can be achieved then it could potentially reduce costs and increase the chance of success 

for Project Sandfall.  

We at Orbidyne are not willing to give up our right to own, control our property, operate, and profit, in 

orbit. 

We offer feasible, legitimate, and socially responsible solutions for space debris removal, and we require 

standard business protections including freedom to operate profitably, even beyond the primary 

mission and finance period. We intend to use our profits to further capitalize on orbital business 

opportunity. 

The Space Debris Problem: 

Hundreds of millions of pieces of man-made debris orbit the Earth. Each day that number is growing due 

to fragmentation from collisions. Each time a new space launch occurs, additional debris mass is added 

to the total. This poses a substantial risk to humans and hardware in space, specifically to astronauts, 

satellites, and space launches, as well as to future space enterprise. The risk is growing exponentially 

and many costly satellites have already been lost to this problem.  

Many satellites deal with the threat of debris collision by operating thrusters to move out of the way, 

using fuel which cannot be replenished, and thus each time reducing the satellite’s life span.  

Project Sandfall: 



Project Sandfall is designed to cause smaller space debris to fall out of orbit and into the atmosphere 

where they will vaporize harmlessly, and for the larger debris such as dead intact satellites, Orbidyne’s 

hardware will be used to treat each object individually by tugging to a low-risk orbit or for disposal into 

the atmosphere.  

Project Sandfall involves development of the following systems:  

 Simulator software called Mother (for piloting the Charlies and computing Trajectories) 

 Charlies, 3 to 10 (a highly mobile and maneuverable remotely-controlled spacecraft) 

 Sandpacks, 1,000 to 10,000 (containing sand and explosive detonation system) 

 Sandpack Pods, 100 to 1,000 (for Sandpack storage) 

 Fuel Pods, 3 to 10 (for fuel storage) 

 Dollys, 100 to 1,000 (a system to measure the actual density and occurrence of orbital debris, 

simply a sheet of paper, a camera, a battery, a microprocessor, and radio telemetry gear) 

 Dolly Pods, 2 to 3 (for Dolly storage) 

The number of individual hardware components required shall be refined by the Research Program 

Phase 1. 

How Does Project Sandfall Work? 

Project Sandfall works by exploding, in a precisely controlled way, fine-grained sand (pure silicon 

dioxide) in orbit. The Charlie craft will propel the Sandpacks toward the Earth, supplying exact 

momentum, on highly known and controlled targets we call Trajectories, designed to avoid all required 

orbital satellites. The Sandpacks will explode creating an expanding cloud of sand with momentum that 

directs all sand back to Earth’s atmosphere, sending the harmless sand particles to be carried by the 

wind and falling to the ground at very slow speeds, doing no harm to Earthly organisms nor property.   

While the sand clouds are still in orbit above the atmosphere, some sand particles will collide with space 

debris, having the net effect from each collision of reducing the debris’ kinetic energy, and thus reducing 

the orbital velocity of the debris, no matter the size of the debris. This will effectively and quickly de-

orbit the space junk. 

The amount of time it takes to de-orbit a particular debris object is proportional to its mass, thus, less 

massive debris like small particles will come down quickly, and more massive debris will come down 

slowly.  

How quickly we achieve 99% cleanup of orbital space, or higher, depends simply on how many 

Sandpacks we put up. Orbidyne can do this in as little as 2 years of operation given heavy support, and 

as much as 20 years given moderate support. 

No single grain of sand shall ever come into contact with any space hardware including active satellites, 

inactive satellites, spacecraft, etc. 

Orbidyne shall prove to all space operators of all nations, friendly or otherwise, on a continual basis, that 

each orbital satellite or hardware has been and will be avoided of possible impact with sand grains, by 

sharing all Trajectory and other data to all parties in a comprehensively transparent fashion. 



There will be no impact upon the airline industry in terms of damage to jet engines because jet engines 

are designed to allow silicon dioxide sands grains to pass through them. Aircraft pilots and people on the 

ground will not experience reduced visibility. 

All existing satellites, including newly launched ones, will go initially to our list of Do Not Disturb 

Satellites which guarantees no possibility of contact with a sand grain. 

Orbidyne will seek out permission, when needed, from some satellite owners to allow for a potential 

collision between our sand grains and their property, especially the satellites which are active and have 

functional guidance and propulsion systems, when the owners are confident in their station-keeping 

ability. After all, such collisions would be considerably smaller than most collisions which these satellites 

do already experience and are designed to tolerate from space debris. 

Orbidyne will seek out owners of inactive satellites and attempt to obtain their permission to allow sand 

particles to contact their property as well as permission to de-orbit their property through tugging to the 

atmosphere for proper disposal. 

Note that, for Project Sandfall’s early years, the goal for percentage of debris to clean up is much 

dependent upon the level of financing, and thus we can aim to achieve any percentage required, such as 

50, 75, 90, 95, even 99.99%, whatever the financier’s demand. After the finance period, Orbidyne then 

will become independent and continue operating, keeping debris down to about 1% or less of today’s 

level.  

Orbital Gases: Various gases are present in orbit due to mankind’s activities there. Sandpacks may have 

little or no effect on gases and plasmas in orbit. Orbidyne believes orbital gases pose no risk to current 

or future space hardware. If any parties are interested in removing gases and plasmas, this might be 

achieved by simply replacing Sandpacks with Talcpacks, using talc or talcum powder or clay particles, or 

similar material instead of sand. Talc is abundant, environmentally benign, inexpensive to handle and 

process, and might effectively combine with and bring down some gases. 

Public Health: 

Under Orbidyne’s control of Project Sandfall, public health and safety are paramount. No profit shall be 

derived until and after we prove, and the public accepts, that the amount of sand in the air due to 

Project Sandfall is known and acceptable. 

Being a health-conscientious father, I would not mind knowing that my son breathed a few sand grains 

from Project Sandfall knowing that he probably gets more than that from natural exposures on windy 

days. But I don’t want him to become ill from sand in the air. Nobody anywhere shall get any lung 

disorder from Project Sandfall.  

Concerning sand from Project Sandfall that a person ingests orally, the USFDA (Food and Drug 

Administration), the WHO (World Health Organization), and the EFSA (European Food Safety Authority) 

say that silicon dioxide is safe as a food additive, and it is often used that way by the world food 

industries. 

Concerning sand from Project Sandfall that a person breathes into the lungs, sand is already present in 

the air we breathe, having no unhealthy effects to people or animals in low concentrations. However, 

Project Sandfall shall not progress beyond the Research Program Phase 1 until the determination is 



made by a committee of qualified medical specialists that the air will be safe to breathe. Personally, I 

have no doubt that the air will be safe even at the highest possible levels of activity for Project Sandfall, 

and I believe no person on the ground will notice even one of our sand grains. 

Therefore, Research Program Phase 1 consultants shall include medical professionals whom will be 

tasked with understanding the health risk due to air-borne sand. And consequently, Research Program 

Phase 1 shall determine both the predicted surface concentration of air-borne sand particles (requiring 

us to first learn how much sand shall be needed) as well as the minimal concentration of sand exposure 

necessary to affect human health.  

Mother the Simulation Software: 

The Simulator is a computer program demanding continuous program development. It is called Mother, 

and serves as the primary debris and satellite database, as well as visualization and piloting command 

input for Charlie.  

A main function for Mother is Trajectory computation. A Trajectory is the path that a Sandpack (or a 

Dolly) will follow on a committed course, without further propulsion or guidance, to explode for the 

purpose of raining sand on the Earth in a reliable and predictable manner. A Trajectory is computed 

iteratively based on whether it passes the “hit or miss” criteria from the current satellite population, so 

trajectories are thus queued for later use. Mother will use a good public domain gravity data model 

(such as WGM2012 World Gravity Map) for high-quality Trajectories. This is because the orbital 

dynamics of a Trajectory will depend on the Earth’s gravity field.  

Any major change in the database such as a new satellite launch or an ISS in-orbit maneuver, requires 

deletion of the Sandpack launch Trajectory queue and the immediate computation of new Trajectories.  

The time required by Mother to compute Trajectories can reduced, if necessary, by use of parallel 

processing. 

Initially all piloting will be performed by ground-based human pilots. The simulator will eventually learn 

to use simple commands like telling Charlie to “MoveTo FuelPod8” (meaning automatically perform 

thruster activities resulting in movement toward and stopping at Fuel Pod #8). Similar commands will 

allow Charlie to automatically dock, take on fuel, dock to Sandpack pods, launch Sandpacks, launch 

Dollys, and all repetitious activities. 

I can immediately begin coding/programming the Simulator, Mother, being a geophysicist with 

extensive Earth modeling, programming, and gravity data experience. As soon as possible, I intend to 

delegate that task to a programming group.  

Charlie: 

Charlie is a highly powerful and maneuverable spacecraft, remotely piloted, refuelable, and capable of 

extended operations at LEO, MEO, GEO, and GSO (Low Earth Orbit, Medium Earth Orbit, Geostationary 

Earth Orbit, and Geosynchronous Earth Orbit). This orbital range covers the entire range of the debris 

field, 100 to 22,240 miles above sea level (160 to 35,786 kilometers). 



Charlie’s nominal station will be at a GSO since the GSO altitude offers the broadest range of debris 

cleanup potential. However, debris orbiting at LEO, MEO, and GEO altitudes are more efficiently and 

quickly handled from a Charlie in those orbits respectively. 

There will be at least two active Charlies in orbit at all times, and one on the ground in a state of 

readiness to replace another on demand. More Charlies working in orbit allows for faster space debris 

cleanup. 

Charlie’s design shall be robust with effective redundancies, appearing not fragile but instead solid like a 

military tank, capable of sustaining various bumps to its exterior without risk of damage. 

Charlie will use NASA’s new satellite fuel called HAN (Hydroxyl Ammonium Nitrate) fuel/oxidizer blend, 

and will be able to refuel other spacecraft as well with HAN and Hydrazine, as needed. This new HAN 

satellite fuel has a long history of testing by the U.S. Air Force and it has NASA’s recommendation for 

next-generation satellite use. It appears that NASA and other industry leaders are phasing out Hydrazine 

in favor of HAN. We at Orbidyne appreciate the environmentally friendly nature of HAN.  

Real-time on-demand piloting will require very high bandwidth telemetry. As the project matures with 

proven scripted operations and eventual diminishing of the amount of debris, the telemetry bandwidth 

requirement will drop substantially. 

Charlie will have video cameras to support human operators, and will be capable of docking with Fuel 

Pods, Dolly Pods automatically. 

Eventually Charlie will have two external manipulators which are similar in appearance to human hands 

for various unanticipated jobs. These hands would be remotely controlled by humans with glove-shaped 

input systems. The pilot would then be able to do satellite maintenance and repairs such as pressing a 

physical reset button and helping unfold a stuck solar panel. He would have a basic toolbox, cutting and 

possibly welding equipment. 

Charlie requires solar power and batteries for main electrical power. How do we assure that Charlie will 

have fully functional batteries after 20 years of operation? Both the motherboard battery and the 

rechargeable battery and its backup will be replaced once per year when Charlie docks with a fuel pod 

or a Dolly pod, by insertion into a side-mounted battery replacement dock. Battery status will be sensed 

and telemetered to Ground Control. Charlie won’t know or care that his batteries are replaced, and he 

may live 20 years, but he will always have a battery which was manufactured within the last 2-3 years.  

Additional potential for use of Charlie is in creating videos in orbit for scientific, educational, and other 

public outreach. Charlie will be able to observe Earth from perspectives never imagined before. 

Our description of Charlie is still vague because this is all we currently know. Likely, Charlie will be the 

most expensive hardware in the project. We are using the upper margin in our cost estimate because 

we do not know the cost. Yet we are confident that, even if the cost of Charlie turns out to be ten times 

higher than expected, or even more, it would barely impact the total project cost since the bulk of the 

cost is expected to be for lifting Sandpacks from the ground to orbit. 

Sandpacks: 



A Sandpack (see Figure 2) is a packing of fine-grained sand (pure silicon dioxide) packed around a 

canister of compressed air (inert gas). The air canister explodes on command, creating a very uniform 

expanding cloud of sand in orbit. Thousands of identical Sandpacks are required over the mission 

lifetime. 

 

 

     Figure 2: Sandpacks 

Sand is ideal since it is easy to use, inexpensive, and there are no environmental repercussions and no 

risk to space operations, military or scientific activities of any government, nor satellite and airline 

industries. 

The satellite industry and all parties with space hardware will be shown that their orbits will not be 

affected, and that no sand will come into contact with any selected (all active) satellites. 



Sandpack Pods: 

A Sandpack Pod is for storing Sandpacks. These can be stationed strategically, for example LEO, MEO, 

GEO and GSO.  

These function in a way which is similar to a gun ammunition clip or magazine. Charlie will approach, 

dock, and then fire Sandpacks Earthward on demand. Sandpack Pods are pre-loaded by ground 

personnel. 

Fuel Pods: 

A Fuel Pod is a reservoir of fuel, HAN and Hydrazine, for use by Charlie to load as needed. These can be 

stationed strategically,for example LEO, MEO, GEO and GSO. 

Dolly the Debris Data Collection System for Quality Control:  

The Dolly system supplies Quality Control for Project Sandfall by providing data necessary to judge 

project performance, to adjust mission parameters, and to efficiently perform space debris cleanup. 

Additionally, each time there is new debris (from any orbital collision including satellite-satellite and 

satellite-debris), it must be accounted for in order to be targeted for mitigation.  

There is only one way to evaluate Project Sandfall’s performance, and that is by collecting data, in other 

words, measuring the actual debris in space, on demand.  

Can’t we use a high-quality debris data model from NORAD or U.S. Space Command or from the U.S. 

Military or a University or a research institution for this? No. No data model can be used. Only actual 

measured data can be used to evaluate real performance. Orbidyne shall incorporate such a data model 

into its Simulator software for the purpose of data visualization but the data model has no use for 

Trajectory computations nor Dolly Campaigns. Orbidyne can fully meet its objectives without these data 

models. 

All data models have a high degree of uncertainty for the data they model, and the uncertainty increases 

with altitude from Earth. Further, the smaller the debris is, the more uncertainty it has. Further still, 

most space debris is not captured by any model. And lastly, computers and software dedicated to 

tracking and modeling simply cannot process all the space debris anyway, the best hardware and 

software currently can only track and model much less than 1% of the debris. 

The Dolly system (see Figure 3) herein allows us to observe enough of the debris so that we can 

extrapolate in confidence the distribution of orbital debris whenever needed. Hundreds or thousands of 

identical Dollys are required over the mission lifetime.  

 



 

     Figure 3: Dolly 

The Dolly system provides high quality, high resolution, repeatable and defensible data. The collisions of 

space debris with Dollys allows us to infer and record the debris particle’s size, mass, elevation, velocity, 

and direction (both before and after the collision) with high precision. 

We shall drop a sheet of paper from the highest possible debris location, above geosynchronous orbit, 

and allow it to drop slowly toward Earth through the entire range of the debris field. Debris penetrations 

or impacts will occur, given enough Dollys, and the impact data necessary to describe the orbital 

characteristics of the impactors shall be captured and sent to Ground Control for analysis. 

Dollys have no propulsion or guidance systems, so their positions and velocities are precisely controlled 

by a Trajectory computation so as to avoid any chance of collision with satellites. In the same way 

Charlie precisely propels Sandpacks along predetermined paths, Charlie launches the Dollys toward 

Earth. 



A Dolly Campaign shall occur on at least 4 occasions, and recurring on demand as needed. The first Dolly 

Campaign will take place before any mitigation activities, meaning before the release of any Sandpacks, 

will happen, providing what engineers call “ground truth”, in other words, an undeniable knowledge of 

the debris field as it stands. The first Dolly Campaign will tell us about the total number of debris in the 

field and its distribution, and this knowledge shall form the basis for all future operations.  

Each Dolly Campaign shall continue until it achieves its purpose of quantifying the debris. It may take a 

few Dollys or a large number of them, to achieve an orbital collision with space junk. 

At least 3 additional Dolly Campaigns are required during the remediation/mitigation phase to establish 

a time-dependent curve for future time extrapolation, to manage our effectiveness and progress. 

Each Dolly, size 30 cm by 30 cm by 1 meter, is physically a framework large enough to support a rolled-

up sheet of paper of size about 1-2 square meters, and the larger the sheet the better in order to 

optimize the chance of a collision with debris. The framework also contains a mounted camera directed 

at the sheet of paper, which snaps a photograph of the paper just before the Dolly reaches the 

atmosphere. The photograph is then transmitted to Ground Control for a count of penetrations. So the 

Dolly framework also contains a gyroscope (or 3-axis accelerometers to track motion and thus infer 

impactor data), and an electronics package including microprocessor, telemetry, and battery. Dolly’s 

spin can be unloaded with built-in spring loaded reaction wheels. Minor residual spin is unimportant 

since debris will collide with a Dolly from all azimuths. 

Is it possible to eliminate the Dolly System by instead using one of the current ground-based observation 

systems? It might be possible, though those systems may lack the ability to accurately provide 

comprehensive debris size, mass and elevation data. Additionally, ground-based systems have, and 

always will have, limitations of resolution, especially when trying to image small debris or debris at high 

elevations. However, these systems might still provide enough information to evaluate the effectiveness 

of Project Sandfall by debris count and extrapolation. Yet no ground-based system will ever be able to 

supply the high-definition data which the Dolly System provides, and since the Dolly System adds much 

less than 1% to the total project cost, Orbidyne includes it here as an option. 

Dolly Pods:  

A Dolly Pod stores Dollys. They are loaded with Dollys in the factory. On orbit, Charlie takes one Dolly at 

a time from a Dolly Pod during a Dolly Campaign and launches them individually towards Earth. 

Launch Availability: 

Orbidyne anticipates needing roughly 200 heavy-lift launches during a primary mission lasting 20 years, 

and we estimate that roughly 90% of these launches will be required just to lift the Sandpacks alone.  

Another 2% shall go to launching Charlies, and the final 8% of the lifts shall go to launching Dollys, Dolly 

Pods, and Fuel Pods. Orbidyne shall strive to minimize the number of launches used at all times. 

Research Program Phase 1:  

Once the Fundraising goal of $2,000,000 is achieved, that money shall be directed toward Research 

Program Phase 1, which has the following goals and objectives: 

 Refine project costs and timeline 



 Refine estimate for number of launches required 

 Refine estimate for number of hardware pieces required 

 Refine estimate for amount of sand required 

 Refine estimate for amount of resulting air-borne sand at Earth’s surface 

 Establish how much air-borne sand will be breathed by people per year and over the entire 

mission 

 Establish the threshold for air-borne sand needed to affect health 

 Using qualified medical specialists, establish guidelines to guarantee that the amount of sand in 

the air that we all breathe never exceeds unsafe or unhealthy levels 

 Establish the debris and satellite database within the Simulator 

 Establish the Trajectory computation functionality of the Simulator software and determine how 

much processing time shall be required to keep a Trajectory list queued 

 Establish visualization functions within the Simulator 

 Establish a command interface for piloting Charlies within the Simulator 

 Model the Sandpack effectiveness for de-orbiting debris 

Timeline: 

Sept 2017 – Mar 2018 Fundraising  

Apr 2018 – Aug 2018 Research Program Phase 1  

Aug 2019 Obtain full funding for operations  

Aug 2019 – Aug 2024 Research and Development  

Sept 2024 First Dolly Campaign  

Oct 2024 First Sandpacks on orbit  

2026 or 2044 99% of space debris cleaned up, depending on level of financial support 

Secondary Mission: 

In order to extract additional work and value from the hardware and software on the ground and in 

orbit, Orbidyne shall keep the Primary Mission of debris removal as the first priority, and proceed to 

operate a secondary mission independently and profitably. The targeted market shall be orbital satellite 

and spacecraft refueling, maintenance, repair, and services such as installing Whipple shields to further 

protect satellites from space debris, and possibly even salvage missions.  

Concerning salvage, we are interested only in missions where ownership and title are clear, when the 

owner proposes work for us, to salvage their property on their terms as a contractor. We have no 

interest in laying claim of ownership to space properties, nor acquiring them for any purpose. 

International Support for Project Sandfall: 

Orbidyne’s Project Sandfall requires international support for success at all times. Just as Orbidyne 

promises to be communicative and transparent to all people of all nations about Project Sandfall, we 

also require the feedback and comments from all people of all nations, both now during our infant 

stage, and later during project operations. We believe that our specific activities for Project Sandfall will 



be much defined and improved by comments from the public. Even at this early stage, in order to be 

approved and financed, we need to hear from all people in the world including Americans and non-

Americans. What is your Nationality? Do you favor or disfavor Project Sandfall? Please email me with 

subject heading “International Support”. 

Alternate Debris Mitigation Systems:  

At Orbidyne, we remain open-minded about technologies and methods for space junk cleanup, and we 

do not rely solely on Project Sandfall. We currently have two Baseball projects, which we call Project 

Baseball Bunt and Project Baseball Homerun.  

Project Baseball Bunt: 

Project Baseball Bunt is an orbital system designed to knock space debris Earthward, similar to how a 

baseball player might bunt a baseball with a gentle tap in order to get on base.  

Baseball Bunt uses a suite of 8-10 satellites in GEO which are physically connected by a cable carrying a 

large electric current that is generated by the satellites. These form a rough loop in space, with around a 

100-mile diameter, oriented parallel to the ground. 

This large electric current thus creates a large electric field in the vicinity of the cable. Since space debris 

have some static electric charge, they are gently nudged toward the Earth. 

Additionally, Baseball Bunt requires an autonomous Charlie-like spacecraft for support with installing 

the cable and refueling. 

There is no way yet to control where the debris goes with sufficient precision to establish protection for 

satellites, so the risk to satellites is initially high (though no higher than the risk of debris collisions 

currently stands), and over time as debris is swept away, the risk drops to nearly zero. 

Baseball Bunt requires electrical shielding for nearby satellites which can be in the form of a Gauss 

Shield, a conductive net or blanket which covers the satellite and can be installed by Charlie. Many 

active satellites may not be able to tolerate this shied due to conflict with functions of thruster exhaust, 

solar power panels, and communication links. However, some of these satellites may already be 

equipped with sufficient electrical shielding so that there no risk to these. 

The total cost of Project Baseball Bunt is about $120 Billion. 

Project Baseball Homerun: 

Project Baseball Homerun is physically identical to Project Baseball Bunt except the current runs through 

the loop in the opposite direction with an amperage perhaps 1000 times higher. This results in slamming 

the space debris out-of-the-park, Homerun style, by ejecting the debris entirely out of Earth’s gravity 

field, causing it to fall into the Sun. 

Project Baseball Homerun is consequently the best solution in terms of a clean Earth environment 

because no debris is allowed to vaporize in Earth’s atmosphere. The total cost of Project Baseball 

Homerun is about $240 Billion. 

END. 


